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Since the discovery of the genetic code more than half a century ago, understanding the relation between the amino-acid 
sequence of a protein and its function (specific binding, catalysis, information transmission...) has remained an open 
problem in biology. The traditional approach to this problem is to combine structural biology (3D protein structures 
determined by X-ray crystallography or NMR) and computer modeling. This approach has recently cracked the 
'sequence-3D structure' problem [1]. The ‘sequence-function’ problem remains, however, open. As a consequence, we 
cannot design new synthetic protein sequences with arbitrary function. We are indeed limited by the intractability of 
computational models at the ms-scale, the timescale of many protein functions, and our theoretical understanding of 
how these ms-scale motions translate into function.

A completely different approach is to look at the problem from the standpoint of Evolution, the dynamical process by 
which natural proteins are formed, and to ask how evolution encodes function into protein sequences. This approach 
has been taken to infer statistical models of the sequence-function relation from large datasets of protein sequences 
using tools from statistical physics (for instance Potts models). These statistical models, which are in sequence space 
rather than physical space, are generative and can produce new synthetic protein sequences, so-called statistical 
protein design. A first demonstration following this new route has recently been published [2].

We apply this approach to study enzymes, which are proteins that catalyze biochemical reactions. Enzymes display 
remarkable catalytic properties that are out of reach of current molecular engineering approaches, such as exquisite 
substrate specificity and >1015 acceleration rates. These properties likely emerge from long-range cooperative effects 
between amino-acids that are captured by statistical models. The main novelty of our approach is to supply the 
statistical models with unprecedented quantitative data obtained from controlled experiments where we measure at 
high-throughput multiple functional properties.

Our experiments consist in constructing libraries of thousands to millions of enzyme variants that we encapsulate one 
by one in mono-disperse picoL droplets using microfluidic devices (see for instance [3]). The encapsulated protein 
variants are expressed and assayed in each droplet for enzymatic function in a one-day experiment. High-throughput 
sequencing read-out yields quantitative information to learn statistically the sequence-function relation.

We are looking for a candidate with a strong background in either physics, mathematics or computer science and a 
strong interest for biological problems. Prior experience with molecular biology and microfluidics are not required but 
the candidate should be ready to learn these techniques. The M2 internship will focus on learning the experimental 
workflow. The PhD work will combine experiments and data analysis and/or theoretical modeling. 

The project will take place in an interdisciplinary team of physicists and biologists, theoreticians and experimentalists. 
The projects also involves collaborations with theoretical physicists at ENS Paris and with experimentalists at the 
University of Chicago.
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